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SUMMARY
This paper describes tool support that has been implemented for the Test Template Framework (TTF). The
TTF is a model-based testing (MBT) method specially well-suited for unit testing from Z specifications.
Although the TTF is a sound MBT method and it has been widely referenced since its first publication,
attention in recent years has decayed. In fact, some have argued that generating abstract test cases following
the TTF is a manual task requiring that its users perform complex predicate manipulations. This paper shows
that these observations are dubious by describing Fastest, a tool that implements solutions for all these issues
and, according to many experiments, produces abstract test cases for more than 80% of the satisfiable test
specifications. Furthermore, it is claimed that Fastest fulfils the needs of the Z user community regarding
MBT tools, which is supported with a range of case studies. Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Received . . .
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1. INTRODUCTION
Model-based testing (MBT) is a well-known technique aimed at testing software systems analysing
a formal model [1, 2]. MBT approaches start with a formal model or specification of the software,
from which test cases are generated, as shown in Fig. 1. These techniques have been developed
and applied to models written in different formal notations such as Z [3], finite state machines
and their extensions [4], B [5], algebraic specifications [6], and so on. The fundamental hypothesis
behind MBT is that, as a program is correct if it satisfies its specification, then the specification is
an excellent source of test cases. The rest of the paper assumes that the audience is familiar with
MBT, otherwise the reader may consult Utting and Legeard [1].
Phil Stocks and David Carrington [3, 7, 8] introduced a formal framework to conduct MBT from
Z specifications [9] called Test Template Framework (TTF). The TTF is a particular method for
the “Generation” step of the MBT process (Figure 1), specially well-suited for unit testing. As is
noted by Legeard et al. [5], the TTF method was ‘quite widely known and referenced since’ its
first international publication. However, it may be argued that the lack of tool support made the
MBT community lose interest in it. In effect, Legeard and his colleagues conclude, after applying
the TTF to a case study, that ‘TTF generation is a manual process, requiring extensive expertise at
manipulating and simplifying schemas’.
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Figure 1. A general description of the MBT process.

On the other hand, Z users find the TTF appealing and sound. Particularly, they find a great
advantage in the TTF since all the MBT main artefacts—test specifications, abstract test cases,
etc.—can be expressed in the same notation of the model, i.e. the Z formal notation. After studying
the TTF, the authors concluded that it might be automated roughly to the same level of any other
MBT method. Furthermore, providing tool support for it would contribute to fill two gaps: (a) MBT
tools approaching unit testing, and (b) a MBT tool for the Z user community.
The result of this work is a tool, called Fastest, that implements the TTF, allowing users to semiautomatically produce abstract test cases from Z specifications, which, in turn, enables the semiautomation of other tasks, like translating test cases into natural language. In this paper, an integral
presentation of previous work [10, 11, 12] is made and new results are introduced as well.
According to the TTF: (i) test specifications are assembled into so-called testing trees,
generated by applying testing tactics; (ii) testing trees should be pruned to avoid unsatisfiable test
specifications; and (iii) abstract test cases are derived from the remaining leaves of these testing
trees. These three main features of the TTF required the implementation of complex predicate
manipulation functions dealing with Z constructs such as schema boxes and types [5].
Obviously, test cases generated by Fastest are paragraphs of formal text. While this description
is suitable for the automatic tasks involved in testing, it requires that stakeholders be able to read Z
specifications in order to understand what is being tested. Hence, since it contributes to provide tool
support for the TTF, this paper includes a description of a natural language generation (NLG) [13]
template-based method to automatically translate abstract test cases into natural language [12].
The main contribution of the paper is the introduction of a tool supporting key tasks of
the TTF which, as far as it has been investigated, did not exist before. More precisely, the
tool gives support for the following tasks: (a) testing tactics can be applied automatically; (b)
inconsistent test specifications can be semi-automatically eliminated from testing trees; (c) abstract
test case generation can be performed semi-automatically; and (d) abstract test cases can be semiautomatically translated into natural languages. It is important to remark that Stocks and Carrington
did not propose how to automate (b) and (c)—and they never mentioned (d). The results of running
Fastest on eleven experiments, two of which are industrial-strength case studies, are also shown.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section presents an introduction to the TTF by means
of an example. In Section 3 the functional and architectural features of Fastest are introduced.
Sections 4, 5 and 6 describe, respectively, the three main features of the TTF requiring predicate
manipulation. The NLG method proposed to translate test cases into natural language is introduced
in Section 7. Then, in Section 8, the degree of automation and limitations of the tool are discussed.
Section 9 presents the results of applying Fastest to eleven case studies. This work is compared to
similar approaches in Section 10. Finally, Section 11 describes the conclusions and future work.
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2. THE TEST TEMPLATE FRAMEWORK
This section introduces the TTF by means of an example that will be used throughout this article.
The TTF is described without considering any particular implementation or tool. It is assumed that
the reader is fluent in the Z notation. As it has been said, the TTF is a particular method for the
“Generation” step of the MBT process (Figure 1), specially well-suited for unit testing from Z
specifications. Each operation within the specification is analysed to derive or generate abstract test
cases. This analysis consists of the following steps (that will be detailed in the next subsections):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Consider the valid input space (VIS) of each Z operation.
Apply one or more testing tactics in order to partition the input space.
Build a tree of test specifications.
Prune inconsistent test specifications.
Find one abstract test case from each remaining test specification.

One of the main advantages of the TTF is that all of these concepts are expressed in the same
notation of the specification, as it will be shown shortly. Hence, the engineer has to know only one
notation to perform the analysis down to the generation of abstract test cases.
2.1. A Z Specification of a Simple Savings Accounts System
Think about the savings accounts of a bank. Each account is identified by a so-called account
number. Clients can share an account and each client can own many accounts—some of which might
be shared with other clients. The bank only needs to keep record of the balance of each account,
and the ID and name of each client. Any person can open an account at the bank, becoming the
account’s first owner. Account owners can add and remove other owners to their accounts, withdraw
money and check the balance. Any person can deposit money in any accounts. To keep the example
manageable, only one of these operations will be formalized.
2.1.1. Basic Types. As expressed in the previous section, each savings account is identified by an
account number. Since account numbers are used just as identifiers, they can be abstracted away,
ignoring their internal structure. Therefore, account numbers are introduced as a basic type:
[ACCNUM ]

Along the same lines, basic types for the ID’s of clients and their names are also introduced:
[UID, NAME]

The money that clients can deposit and withdraw, and the balance of savings accounts are
represented as natural numbers. Specifying them as real numbers does not add any significant
detail to the model, but makes it truly complicated since Z does not provides a native type for
real numbers. If the decimal positions are really needed, then think that each natural number used in
the specification is the result of multiplying the corresponding real number by a convenient power
of 10—for instance, 100. Then:
MONEY == N
BALANCE == N
In other words, two synonyms are introduced for the set of natural numbers to make the
specification more readable. Finally, an enumeration of different outputs that operations will
perform in order to communicate whether they were successful or not is defined.
MSG ::= ok | clientAlreadyExists | accountAlreadyExists
The meaning of these constants will become clear when the operation is formalized.
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2.1.2. The State Space. The state space is defined as follows:
Bank
clients : UID →
7 NAME
balances : ACCNUM →
7 BALANCE
owners : UID ↔ ACCNUM
It makes sense to define clients as a function because each person is uniquely identified by his/her
UID, but two different persons might have the same name; and it make sense to make clients partial
because not every person is a client of the bank at all times. The same is valid for balances: there is
a functional relationship between account numbers and balances, and not all the account numbers
are used at all times at the bank. On the other hand, it is correct to define owners as a relation, and
not as a function, because a given client may own more than one account and each savings account
may be owned by several clients.
Now, we can define the initial state of the system as follows:
InitBank
Bank
clients = ∅
balances = ∅
owners = ∅
2.1.3. State Invariants. A predicate is said to be a state invariant if it holds in every state of the
system. The usual Z style includes state invariants in the state schema. For example, the state schema
for the savings account system would have been:
Bank
clients : UID →
7 NAME
balances : ACCNUM →
7 BALANCE
owners : UID ↔ ACCNUM
dom clients = dom owners
dom balances = ran owners
instead of the one defined earlier. However, for reasons that are going to be explained in Section
2.7, in this paper state invariants are treated in a different fashion, as proposed, for instance, in the
Z/EVES system [14, page 27]. First, a schema stating the invariant is defined:
BankInv
Bank
dom clients = dom owners
dom balances = ran owners
and then, a proof obligation stating that each operation preserves the invariant is required. For
example:
Theorem NewClientInv
(InitBank ⇒ BankInv) ∧ (BankInv ∧ NewClient ⇒ BankInv0 )
Discharging such proof obligations is a responsibility of those who write the specification. This
way of writing invariants is similar to other formal methods, such as TLA+ [15] and B [16].
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2.1.4. Opening the First Savings Account. Now it is possible to start defining the operations of the
system. However, as it has been said earlier, only the specification of the operation that describes
how a person can open his/her first savings account will be introduced. The first schema represents
the person fulfilling all the conditions to open his/her first account:
NewClientOk
∆Bank
u? : UID
name? : NAME
n? : ACCNUM
msg! : MSG
u? 6∈ dom clients
n? 6∈ dom balances
clients0 = clients ∪ {u? 7→ name?}
balances0 = balances ∪ {n? 7→ 0}
owners0 = owners ∪ {u? 7→ n?}
msg! = ok
Input variable u? represents the ID of the person willing to open a savings account at the bank,
and name? is his/her name. To simplify the specification it is assumed that a bank clerk provides
the account number n? when the operation is called—instead of the system generating it. As it can
be seen, the bank requires that the person willing to open the account is not a client and that the
account number is not in use.
However, NewClientOK does not say what the system should do when u? 6∈ dom clients ∧ n? 6∈
dom balances does not hold. The bank says that nothing has to be done when either the person
requesting the account is already a client or when the account number chosen by the clerk is already
in use. Then, a new schema for the first case is introduced:
ClientAlreadyExists ==
[ΞBank; u? : UID | u? ∈ dom clients ∧ msg! = clientAlreadyExists]
and the following schema for the negation of the remaining precondition:
AccountAlreadyExists ==
[ΞBank; n? : ACCNUM | n? ∈ dom balances ∧ msg! = accountAlreadyExists]
Finally, these three schemas are assembled together to define the total operation—i.e. an operation
whose precondition is equivalent to true—for a person opening his/her first savings account at the
bank:
NewClient ==
NewClientOk
∨ ClientAlreadyExists
∨ AccountAlreadyExists
2.2. The Valid Input Space of a Z Operation
The Valid Input Space (VIS) of a Z operation is derived from its Input Space (IS). The IS is defined to
be the Z schema whose declaration includes all the input and (non-primed) state variables declared
in the operation and no predicate. The IS for NewClient is the following schema:
NewClientIS ==
[clients : UID →
7 NAME; balances : ACCNUM →
7 BALANCE;
owners : UID ↔ ACCNUM ; u? : UID; name? : NAME; n? : ACCNUM ]
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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S = ∅, T
S = ∅, T
S 6= ∅, T
S 6= ∅, T

=∅
6= ∅
=∅
6= ∅, S ∩ T = ∅

S 6= ∅, T 6= ∅, S ⊂ T
S 6= ∅, T 6= ∅, T ⊂ S
S 6= ∅, T 6= ∅, T = S
S 6= ∅, T 6= ∅, S ∩ T 6= ∅, ¬ (S ⊆ T ),
¬ (T ⊆ S), S 6= T

Figure 2. Standard partition for S ∪ T, S ∩ T and S \ T.

The VIS of an operation is the schema that restricts the IS to verify the precondition of the
operation:
OpVIS == [OpIS | pre Op]
Given that the precondition of NewClient is equivalent to true, the VIS is equal to the IS:
NewClientVIS == NewClientIS

2.3. Applying Testing Tactics
Stocks and Carrington [3] suggest dividing the VIS into equivalence classes by applying one or more
testing tactics. These equivalence classes are called test classes, test objectives, test templates or test
specifications in the literature. The latter will be used in this paper. Test specifications obtained in
this way can be further subdivided into more test specifications by applying other testing tactics.
The net effect of this technique is a progressive partition of the VIS into more restrictive test
specifications. This procedure can continue until the engineer is satisfied with the possible accuracy
of the test specifications with respect to their ability to uncover errors in the implementation.
Therefore, testing tactics are the tools that engineers use to partition the VIS of each operation.
A tactic indicates how the current test specification should be subdivided, by giving the set of
predicates that defines each partition. Two of the testing tactics proposed within the TTF are the
following (see more about these and other testing tactics in Section 4):
• Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF). To apply this tactic, first write the predicate of the operation
in DNF. The set of predicates that characterises this tactic is the precondition of each disjunct
in the resulting DNF.
• Standard Partitions (SP). This tactic is parametrised by a mathematical operator. Then, the set
of predicates indicated by the tactic to partition the test specification depends on the operator.
Figure 2 shows the predicates proposed by the standard partition of ∪, ∩ and \.

For example, applying DNF to the VIS of NewClient, generates the following test specifications
(note that test specifications are also written in Z):
NewClient1DNF == [NewClientVIS | u? 6∈ dom clients ∧ n? 6∈ dom balances]
NewClient2DNF == [NewClientVIS | u? ∈ dom clients]
NewClient3DNF == [NewClientVIS | n? ∈ dom balances]
Now, SP is applied to ∪ in clients ∪ {u? 7→ name?} in order to partition NewClient1DNF , yielding
the following test specifications (note how test specifications are linked by schema inclusion):
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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NewClientVIS
NewClient1DNF
NewClient1SP
NewClient2SP
NewClient3SP
NewClient4SP
NewClient5SP
NewClient6SP
NewClient7SP
NewClient8SP
NewClient2DNF
NewClient3DNF

NewClientVIS
NewClient1DNF
NewClient2SP
NewClient4SP
NewClient2DNF
NewClient3DNF
(b) After pruning

(a) Initial

Figure 3. Initial and pruned testing trees of NewClient.

NewClient1SP == [NewClient1DNF | clients = ∅ ∧ {u? 7→ name?} = ∅]
NewClient2SP == [NewClient1DNF | clients = ∅ ∧ {u? 7→ name?} =
6 ∅]
SP
DNF
NewClient3 == [NewClient1 | clients 6= ∅ ∧ {u? 7→ name?} = ∅]
NewClient4SP ==
[NewClient1DNF | clients 6= ∅ ∧ {u? 7→ name?} =
6 ∅ ∧ clients ∩ {u? 7→ name?} = ∅]
SP
NewClient5 ==
[NewClient1DNF | clients 6= ∅ ∧ {u? 7→ name?} =
6 ∅ ∧ clients ⊂ {u? 7→ name?}]
NewClient6SP ==
[NewClient1DNF | clients 6= ∅ ∧ {u? 7→ name?} =
6 ∅ ∧ {u? 7→ name?} ⊂ clients]
SP
NewClient7 ==
[NewClient1DNF | clients 6= ∅ ∧ {u? 7→ name?} =
6 ∅ ∧ clients = {u? 7→ name?}]
SP
NewClient8 ==
[NewClient1DNF |
clients 6= ∅ ∧ {u? 7→ name?} =
6 ∅ ∧ clients ∩ {u? 7→ name?} =
6 ∅
∧ ¬ (clients ⊆ {u? 7→ name?}) ∧ ¬ ({u? 7→ name?} ⊆ clients)]

2.4. Building a Tree of Test Specifications
According to the TTF, the test specifications of a given operation must be organized in testing trees.
A testing tree has the VIS at its root, the test specifications resulting from applying the first tactic at
the next level, and so forth. The testing tree of NewClient is shown in Figure 3a.
Testing trees are important because the TTF prescribes deriving abstract test cases only from their
leaves. This is so because each leaf conjoins the predicate of the test specifications above it up to the
root, thus making it unreasonable to derive abstract test cases from the internal nodes. For instance,
if NewClient1DNF is unfolded in NewClient4SP , the result is as follows:
NewClient4SP ==
[NewClientVIS |
u? 6∈ dom clients ∧ n? 6∈ dom balances
∧ clients 6= ∅ ∧ {u? 7→ name?} =
6 ∅ ∧ clients ∩ {u? 7→ name?} = ∅]
These trees can be automatically obtained from the test specifications, as children include a
reference to their parent node by schema inclusion.
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2.5. Prune Inconsistent Test Specifications
Some test specifications might be empty because their predicates are unsatisfiable. In these cases,
it is impossible to find abstract test cases. Inconsistent test specifications must be pruned from the
tree. For instance, NewClient1SP is inconsistent because {u? 7→ name?} cannot be empty. Another
example is NewClient7SP , because clients cannot be equal to {u? 7→ name?} since u? 6∈ dom clients
also holds. In this example, the testing tree resulting after pruning is depicted in Figure 3b.
2.6. Derive Abstract Test Cases from Test Specifications
Finally, the engineer has to choose at least one element satisfying each of the remaining leaves
of the testing tree. These are the abstract test cases. For example, the following horizontal schemas
represent (some of) the abstract test cases of the corresponding test specifications. Identifiers such as
name0 or uid0 are assumed to be declared in axiomatic definitions. They are considered as constants
of their types, and are assumed to be different if they have different names.
NewClient1TC ==
[NewClient2SP |
u? = uid0 ∧ n? = accnum0 ∧ name? = name0
∧ owners = ∅ ∧ balances = ∅ ∧ clients = ∅]
NewClient2TC ==
[NewClient4SP |
u? = uid0 ∧ n? = accnum0 ∧ name? = name0
∧ owners = ∅ ∧ balances = ∅ ∧ clients = {(uid1, name0)}]
NewClient3TC ==
[NewClient2DNF |
u? = uid0 ∧ n? = accnum0 ∧ name? = name0
∧ owners = ∅ ∧ balances = ∅ ∧ clients = {(uid0, name0)}]
NewClient4TC ==
[NewClient3DNF |
u? = uid0 ∧ n? = accnum0 ∧ name? = name0
∧ owners = ∅ ∧ balances = {(accnum0, 0)} ∧ clients = ∅]
Once again, note that abstract test cases are also written in Z, and that they are linked to test
specifications by schema inclusion.
2.7. Brief Discussion of the TTF
The TTF is particularly appealing for Z users since it keeps all the key elements (operations,
test specifications, abstract test cases and others) within the Z notation. Also it naturally provides
traceability between all these elements by using schema inclusion. Besides, users can define new
testing tactics that best fit their needs when the standard ones fall short.
As it can be seen, within the TTF an abstract test case is a conjunction of equalities between VIS
variables and constant values, rather than a sequence of operations leading to the desired state, as it
is suggested by other approaches [17, 18, 19]. These sequences are useful when the system under
test (SUT) has to be put in a particular state so that a test can be run from it. Since the TTF does
not produce such sequences, an alternative is to proceed as follows: (a) refine a TTF abstract test
case into an executable program; and (b) set the initial state of the SUT according to the abstract
test case. Cristiá and colleagues [20] have proposed and implemented such a method for the Fastest
tool, whose only prerequisite is the availability of the SUT’s source code.
As it has been shown in Section 2.1.3, state invariants are written in a separate schema and not
in the predicate part of the state schema. In this way, when the TTF is applied to an operation,
state invariants are not considered. In other words, state invariants are not analysed in the process
of generating test cases. This seems to imply that the code implementing such invariants will not
be tested. However, as noted by [21, page 6], invariants are not part of a program implementing
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the specification, so it is not strictly necessary to analyse them in order to generate test cases. In
the approach proposed here for recording state invariants, for each operation there should be a
proof guaranteeing that the operation satisfies the state invariant. This means that each operation
must have been specified in such way that it verifies the state invariant. So, when the operation
is analysed following the TTF, the test cases generated will test code implementing functionality
that is sufficient to make the program verify the state invariant—because the program implements
its specification and the specification satisfies the invariant. More formally, if operation O satisfies
invariant I and it is “shown” by testing that program P implements O, then it can be said that P
satisfies I. In summary, there is no need to consider state invariants in the “Generation” step, as long
as the corresponding proof obligations have been discharged.
Both the TTF and Fastest work well with either form of writing state invariants. Nevertheless,
they both work better if the proposed approach is followed. This is because, although including state
invariants in the state schemas makes operations more complex, this complexity does not result in
better testing, as it has been explained in the previous paragraphs.

3. FASTEST: TOOL SUPPORT FOR THE TTF
The main contribution of this article is to show that it is possible to provide tool support for the
TTF, thus making many of its steps semi-automatic. The result of this work is a tool, called Fastest,
which gives support to all of the TTF steps. The goal of this section is to give an overview of Fastest
by describing its functional and architectural features, as well as the technology that has been used.
Latter sections provide more detailed descriptions of the main features.
Fastest is open-source software and is available online [22]. The tool does not cover the Z notation
in full, although it supports a very general and expressive subset [23, Appendix A].
3.1. Conceptual Description
Fastest receives a Z specification and lets users issue commands to produce abstract test cases for
selected operations. The specification must be written in the standard Z LATEX mark-up language [9].
Specifications can be written using any text editor. The authors have chosen Eclipse [24], with the
CZT [25] and TeXlipse [26] extensions, as it provides seamless integration of Latex and Z syntax
checking, as well as type checking for Z, together with many other IDE functionalities. Once the
specification is successfully loaded into Fastest, it is transformed into an internal representation
more suitable for parsing and static analysis. This transformation is performed using tools from the
CZT project [27, 28], as it will be shown shortly. Fastest includes commands for exporting all of the
artefacts produced during a session to LATEX mark-up.
Another key conceptual aspect of Fastest is extensibility. Users are allowed to extend the tool in
several ways. The pruning method, for instance, can be easily improved to make it more powerful
as more projects are carried on. Users can define new standard partitions or modify the existing
ones by simply editing a LATEX file. Furthermore, if they want to add new testing tactics they can
implement a Java interface and plug in the resulting class into the tool. All of these properties will
be detailed in coming sections.
The tool also includes functionality to perform the “Refinement”, “Execution” and “Abstraction”
steps of Figure 1, but their description is beyond of the scope of this paper.
3.2. System Architecture
Fastest was envisioned as a client-server Java application [29]. The main reason for thinking
of a distributed system came from the realisation that calculating abstract test cases from test
specifications in large projects can be a hard computing problem but also highly parallelisable.
For this reason, an scalable application using the idle computer power present in a corporate
network, is proposed. Moreover, since testing a large application is usually carried on by a group
of testers, a client-server architecture allows for the team to work concurrently from different
workstations by running one client process per engineer. However, in such large projects there is
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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shared information—such as the definition or parametrization of some testing tactics, test cases
already calculated, theorems that help to prune testing trees, etc.—that all the clients and servers
should be able to access. Hence, a typical Fastest installation may have a data server that is known
to all other processes, some client processes and a number of testing servers.
The client is organized by following the Implicit Invocation architectural style [29]. The main
architectural invariant of this style is that the components that announce events do not know which
other components will react to them. A consequence of this property is the possibility of adding,
removing and changing a component without affecting others [29]. For instance, it would be quite
easy to add a component, called whenever a new test case is calculated, that stores it on disc or
that refines it into a given programming language. Users interact with the application through the
clients. The user interface of the client software is text-based, similar to command-line applications
like Linux’s bash, from which users can issue commands.
3.3. The CZT Framework
The Community Z Tools (CZT) project [27, 28] is an open-source Java framework created in 2003
with the goal of building a toolkit for the Z notation and its dialects. These tools include editors,
parsers, type-checkers and so on, to work with Z specifications written in LATEX, Unicode or XML.
The following CZT services have been used in Fastest:
• CZT Parser and the Annotated Syntax Trees (AST)
• CZT Type-checker
• CZT ZLive specification animator

Although Fastest benefited greatly from all these services, perhaps the most important was ZLive.
The ZLive tool provides an evaluator of Z expressions and predicates. In other words, ZLive takes
a Z model and values for the input and state variables and calculates the values of the output and
next state variables—it is worth to mention that ZLive does not cover the whole Z notation yet. This
service is used to calculate abstract test cases as described in Section 6.

4. BUILDING TESTING TREES WITH TESTING TACTICS
As it has been earlier, test specifications are assembled into testing trees by applying testing tactics.
Fastest features two user commands, addtactic and genalltt, that allow users to build testing
trees. addtactic receives the name of a Z operation or the name of an existing test specification,
a tactic name and its parameters. genalltt applies the tactic producing all the test specifications
indicated by it. Users can either run addtactic many times thus queuing tactics to be applied
later, or they can run addtactic and genalltt iteratively to produce the same result. In other
words, the sole manual work for the engineer, up to this point, is to enter the names of the tactics
and other simple parameters.
Currently, Fastest implements DNF, Standard Partitions and some new tactics proposed during the
course of this research. Next sections will describe how Fastest calculates the DNF of an operation,
how users can define their own standard partitions, the rationale behind the introduction of the new
testing tactics and how engineers wishing to extend the tool can add their own testing tactics.
4.1. Disjunctive Normal Form
Writing a predicate in DNF means writing it as a disjunction of conjunctions of atomic predicates or
negations of atomic predicates—quantified predicates are considered atomic. There is a very wellknown algorithm for writing a predicate in DNF [30]. However, writing a predicate in DNF may
lead to an exponential problem. For example, the DNF of predicates of the form:
(P1 ∨ Q1 ) ∧ (P2 ∨ Q2 ) ∧ . . . ∧ (Pn ∨ Qn )

(1)

have 2n terms. Some terms may be simplified by applying simple logical rules but in general the
exponential problem remains; unless engineers simplify the predicate by using a proof assistant.
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Since the intention is to keep DNF calculation fully automatic Fastest implements an algorithm that
ameliorates the exponential problem by giving, in some cases, an incomplete DNF.
In Z specifications schema inclusion is heavily used to structure the model; sometimes several
levels of schema inclusion can be found. In large specifications top-level operations are defined by
schema expressions referencing other schemas that in turn point to more schemas, and so forth.
None of these schemas have a complex explicit predicate, but when all the schemas referenced in
one of these top-level schemas are unfolded the resulting predicate can be quite large and complex.
All this sums up to the fact that when the DNF of a complex Z operation is calculated, there are
great chances of having an exponential number of terms in it. Therefore, Fastest implements some
heuristics to avoid it as much as possible.
The first heuristic is aimed at not unfolding all the schemas. If users select schema A as an
operation to be tested and it appears in the definition of another schema B, then when the DNF
of B is calculated A is considered as an atomic predicate, and in consequence is not unfolded—
operation selection is explained in Section 8. The rationale behind this heuristic is two fold: (a) if
A was selected to be tested then test cases for it will be generated regardless of unfolding it in B or
not; and (b) not unfolding A in B keeps B’s predicate more simple contributing to reduce the size of
its DNF.
Before considering the second heuristic note that the DNF of (1) can be calculated iteratively by
distributing ∨ over ∧:
(P1 ∧ P2 ∧ . . . ∧ Pn )
∨ (P1 ∧ P2 ∧ . . . ∧ Pn−1 ∧ Qn )
∨ ...

(2)

∨ (Q1 ∧ Q2 ∧ . . . ∧ Qn−1 ∧ Pn )
∨ (Q1 ∧ Q2 ∧ . . . ∧ Qn )

Hence, if an specification presents the following schemas:
A == [DA | PA ]
B == [A | PB ]
then Fastest first writes PA and PB in DNF. Then, it simply calculates the first MDT terms of B’s DNF
by applying (2), where MDT is a configuration variable. That is, predicates that do not reference
other schemas are written in DNF by following the classic algorithm; but if a schema is unfolded
inside another schema, only the first MDT terms of its DNF are generated. The rationale behind this
heuristic lays in two observations: (a) predicates explicitly written in the predicate part of an schema
tend to be small, thus keeping their DNF manageable; and (b) the explosion of terms tend to appear
when included or conjugated schemas are unfolded inside other schemas. Clearly, if the DNF has
more then MDT terms some test cases will be missed but at least some of them will be present. In
the context of MBT, this is a reasonable solution compared to not calculating the DNF at all: at the
end this is testing, and not formal verification.
On the other hand, if D is:
D == A ∨ B
then B’s DNF is calculated as above, but D will be automatically in DNF when both A and B are in
that form. Obviously, if schema E is equal to the schema expression A ⇒ B, it is first rewritten as
A ∨ ¬ B.
Fastest always applies DNF as the first testing tactic, regardless of the user choice. Once the
predicate of an operation is in DNF, it is easy to calculate its precondition. Simply, erase those
atomic predicates that have a primed or an output variable, and the resulting predicate will be the
precondition of the operation. Although in Z, the precondition of a schema is another schema Fastest
works at the predicate level. In Fastest, preconditions are used only to define DNF partitions and the
VIS of the corresponding operations.
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\begin{partition}{\cap}{S,T}
S = \{\}, T = \{\} \\
S = \{\}, T \neq \{\} \\
S \neq \{\}, T = \{\} \\
S \neq \{\}, T \neq \{\}, S \cap T = \{\} \\
S \neq \{\}, T \neq \{\}, S \subset T \\
S \neq \{\}, T \neq \{\}, T \subset S \\
S \neq \{\}, T \neq \{\}, T = S \\
S \neq \{\}, T \neq \{\}, (S \cap T) \neq \{\},
\lnot(S \subseteq T), \lnot (T \subseteq S), T \neq S \\
\end{partition}
Figure 4. Standard partition for S ∩ T.

4.2. Managing Standard Partitions
Since Standard Partitions (SP) is a general tactic that can be applied to a number of mathematical
operators, Fastest has a configuration file where users can define or modify partitions for all the
operators they need. Figure 4 shows the standard partition for the ∩ operator delivered with the
tool—which is the one originally proposed by Stocks and Carrington [3]. As the reader may note,
users write standard partitions in LATEX mark-up. Fastest includes standard partitions for ∩, ∪, \, ⊕,
∈, 6∈, C, −
C, B, the cardinality operator and the arithmetic operators.
The authors of the TTF proposed a testing tactic, called Subdomain Propagation, consisting in
the combination or propagation of two or more standard partitions, appearing in the definition of a
complex mathematical operator, to produce a new standard partition for that complex operator [3].
The classical example is R ⊕ G since it is defined as (dom G −
C R) ∪ G. Then the standard partitions
for −
C and ∪ are combined to define the standard partition for ⊕. The propagation has to be done
only once. Therefore, once the propagation was performed the user can add the new partition to the
configuration file making it available from then on. This is one of the main reasons for which an
easily extensible mechanism was designed for this key testing tactic.
4.3. Some New Testing Tactics
Some new testing tactics have been defined and implemented to be able to generate test
specifications when some Z constructs are used or when some implementation details need to be
considered. In the sections below these new testing tactic are explained and discussed.
4.3.1. Free Types. If an operation declares a variable v : T where T is a free (enumerated) type, then
the Free Types (FT) testing tactic generates #T test specifications whose characteristic predicates
are v = ti for i in 1 . . #T, where ti is one of the elements of T.
This tactic is useful since enumerated types usually codify specific states, operational modes, etc.
Hence, by applying it there will be at least one test case for each of those situations. For example,
the following type lists the hardware signals that a satellite computer may receive [31]:
HSIGNAL ::= RP | AEPPS1 | DEPPS1 | AEPPS2 | DEPPS2 | EXEC | NONE
Besides, there is an operation, ReceiveHardwareSignal, declaring an input variable, s?, of that type.
Therefore, if it is necessary to test for the correct reception of all the hardware signals, FT can
be applied to s? because in this way Fastest would generate seven test specifications, one for each
signal. For instance Fastest generates the following two test specifications:
ReceiveHardwareSignal1FT ==
[srv : SRVTYPE; s? : HSIGNAL | srv = HS ∧ s? = RP]
ReceiveHardwareSignal2FT ==
[srv : SRVTYPE; s? : HSIGNAL | srv = HS ∧ s? = AEPPS1]
These test conditions cannot be generated by applying the testing tactics originally proposed for the
TTF.
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4.3.2. Dealing with set extensions. Say a company has the following departments:
DEPT ::= sales | customers | production | administration
And assume this company pays an annual bonus of 10% of the salary to those employees in sales and
production but nothing to the others. Then, an excerpt of the formal specification for an operation
calculating the bonus for an employee may be:
BonusOk
ΞCompany
e? : EMPLOYEE
b! : Z; ret! : MSG

BonusE
ΞCompany
e? : EMPLOYEE
b! : Z; ret! : MSG

dept e? ∈ {sales, production}
b! = salary e? ∗ 0.1
ret! = ok

dept e? 6∈ {sales, production}
ret! = err

Bonus == BonusOk ∨ BonusE
By applying DNF it is possible to generate the following test specifications:
BonusDNF
== [BonusVIS | dept e? ∈ {sales, production}]
1
BonusDNF
== [BonusVIS | dept e? 6∈ {sales, production}]
2
However, what if fetching the salary of a given employee involves different code depending on
his/her department—for instance, each department might have its own database. Therefore, it would
be advisable to test the bonus calculation for at least one employee in sales, another in production
and yet another in any other department. More formally, the following test specifications would be
a good choice:
BonusISE
1 == [BonusVIS | dept e? = sales]
BonusISE
2 == [BonusVIS | dept e? = production]
BonusISE
3 == [BonusVIS | dept e? 6∈ {sales, production}]
partitioning BonusISE
3 in two is not required since the code for checking the department of a given
employee should be unique. Hence, if FT is applied to dept e? unnecessary test cases would have
been generated. Then, FT is not the right testing tactic neither.
So, for these situations Fastest defines and implements a new testing tactic called In Set
Extension (ISE). It applies to operations including predicates of the form expr ∈ {expr1 , . . . , exprn }.
It generates n + 1 test specifications such that expr = expri , for i in 1 . . n, and expri 6∈
{expr1 , . . . , exprn } are their characteristic predicates. Note that it produces exactly the required test
specifications for Bonus. One might be tempted to omit the last characteristic predicate because
it contradicts the predicate appearing in the operation. However, observe that ISE requires the
operation having such a predicate, and not necessarily the test specification being partitioned.
Therefore, omitting that characteristic predicate would lead, in some cases, to non partitioning the
current test specification.
Besides, Fastest defines and implements two more testing tactics to deal with other expressions
involving set extensions. Proper Subset of Set Extension (PSSE) uses the same concept of ISE
but applied to set inclusions like expr ⊂ {expr1 , . . . , exprn }. It generates 2n − 1 test specifications
whose characteristic predicates are expr = Ai with i ∈ 1 . . 2n − 1 and Ai ∈ P{expr1 , . . . , exprn } \
{{expr1 , . . . , exprn }}. Subset of Set Extension (SSE) is similar to PSSE but it applies to predicates
of the form expr ⊆ {expr1 , . . . , exprn }. Given these tactics can generate a large number of test
specifications they can be weakened by applying some sort of combinatorial testing strategy like
pair-wise or n-wise testing [32], although, so far, Fastest does not provide an automatic reduction.
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4.3.3. Numeric Ranges. Assume that Bonus is implemented in the C programming language [33].
Say, salary has type EMPLOYEE →
7 N. Now, think that at implementation level the salary of each
employee is stored in a variable of type short. Since the semantics of short in C is quite different
from the semantics of N in the Z notation, it would be wise to test whether the implementation
properly handles salaries out of range. In effect, a short variable in a C program ranges over
[SHRT MIN , SHRT MAX ], and the semantics for a possible overflow is undefined [33]. How the
implementation handles salaries over $SHRT MAX? To answer this question test specifications like
the following are needed:
BonusNR
1
BonusNR
2
BonusNR
3
BonusNR
4
BonusNR
5

== [BonusVIS
== [BonusVIS
== [BonusVIS
== [BonusVIS
== [BonusVIS

| salary e? < SHRT MIN ]
| salary e? = SHRT MIN ]
| SHRT MIN < salary e? < SHRT MAX ]
| salary e? = SHRT MAX ]
| salary e? > SHRT MAX ]

For these situations Fastest defines and implements a new testing tactic named Numeric Ranges
(NR). With this tactic the user can bind an ordered list of numbers, hn1 , . . . nk i, to an arithmetic
expression, expr, in such a way that, when the tactic is applied, it generates 2 ∗ k + 1 test
specifications characterized by the following predicates: expr < n1 , expr = n1 , n1 < expr < n2 , . . . ,
expr = ni , ni < expr < ni+1 , expr = ni+1 , . . . , expr < nk , expr = nk and nk < expr.
This tactic is a key to bridge the gap between the specification and the implementation regarding
numeric variables. No other testing tactic can generate such test specifications. Note that it provides
a non-functional coverage, while all the other testing tactics and the specification itself describe
functional aspects of the system. Given that at the end of the day, all the implementation limits are
numbers, this tactic can be applied to test for a range of different possible overflows.
4.3.4. Mandatory Test Set. Say that it is important to be sure that the program calculates the correct
bonus for these three key employees regardless of their department:
ceo, cto, cfo : EMPLOYEE
Furthermore, say it is still important to test for a regular employee in each department as in Section
4.3.2. Then, test specifications such as the following are needed:
BonusMTS
1
BonusMTS
2
BonusMTS
3
BonusMTS
4

== [BonusVIS
== [BonusVIS
== [BonusVIS
== [BonusVIS

| e? = ceo]
| e? = cto]
| e? = cfo]
| e? 6∈ {ceo, cto, cfo}]

Hence, Mandatory Test Set (MTS), a tactic defined for these cases, can be applied. With MTS the
user can bind a set of constants, {v1 , . . . , vn } to an expression, expr, in such a way that, when the
tactic is applied, it generates n + 1 test specifications characterized by the following predicates:
expr = vi for all i in 1 . . n, and expr 6∈ {v1 , . . . , vn }.
Sets are heavily used in Z specifications. Engineers might identify particular values with which
to test the implementation. MTS is the indicated testing tactic in these situations. No other testing
tactic can provide such a particular coverage.
4.3.5. Assembling it all together. This section is closed by showing how these testing tactics can
be applied together thus building the testing tree depicted in Figure 5a. If they are combined in a
different way the resulting testing tree will be different, but the leaves will be essentially the same. In
Figure 5b some representative leaves are shown to make it clear how the conditions of each testing
tactic are conjoined together producing test specifications that test many features at the same time.
Note that it makes no sense to populate the tree below BonusISE
since this test specification is
3
inconsistent because its predicate is:
dept e? ∈ {sales, production} ∧ dept e? 6∈ {sales, production}
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BonusVIS
BonusDNF
1
BonusISE
1
BonusMTS
1
BonusNR
1
.........
BonusNR
5
BonusMTS
2
BonusNR
6
.........
BonusNR
10
BonusMTS
3
BonusNR
11
.........
BonusNR
15
BonusMTS
4
BonusNR
16
.........
BonusNR
20
BonusISE
2
similar subtree to BonusISE
1
BonusISE
3
BonusDNF
2

BonusNR
5 == [BonusVIS |
dept e? ∈ {sales, production}
∧ dept e? = sales
∧ e? = ceo
∧ salary e? > 32767]
BonusNR
9 == [BonusVIS |
dept e? ∈ {sales, production}
∧ dept e? = sales
∧ e? = cto
∧ salary e? = 32767]
BonusNR
14 == [BonusVIS |
dept e? ∈ {sales, production}
∧ dept e? = sales
∧ e? = cfo
∧ salary e? = 32767]
BonusNR
18 == [BonusVIS |
dept e? ∈ {sales, production}
∧ dept e? = sales
∧ e? 6∈ {ceo, cto, cfo}
∧ 32767 < salary e? < 32767]
(b) A sample of leaves

(a) Testing tree for Bonus

Figure 5. A possible testing tree for Bonus and some of its leaves.

Other contradictions may appear in the tree depending on the department of ceo, cto and cfo. Section
5 describes how Fastest handles with contradictory test specifications.
4.4. Adding New Testing Tactics
Another important aspect of Fastest is a key design decision that allows users to add new testing
tactics. The only thing a user has to do is to program a class implementing the Tactic interface.
This interface has methods to configure and apply testing tactics. The most relevant methods are:
• List<TClass> applyTactic(TClass tClass). Applies this tactic to the specified
test specification and returns the list with the resulting test specifications.
• boolean parseArgs(String str). Parses the parameters of this tactic.

The most complex issue regarding the implementation of a new testing tactic is that programmers
need to learn the annotated syntax tree built by CZT after parsing and type-checking the specification
and other key data structures defined in Fastest.

5. PRUNING TESTING TREES
Due to the peculiarities of the TTF, there might be leaves from which it is impossible to get a test
case because either their predicates are contradictions or they contain some undefined mathematical
expression. Then, these leaves should be pruned from the testing tree prior to start the process of
deriving test cases.
The problem of pruning inconsistent test specifications is as important as the problem of finding
test cases from satisfiable test specifications, due to two reasons. First, the TTF tends to yield a
large number of unsatisfiable test specifications. Second, since the problem of determining the set
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of satisfiable test specifications is undecidable, any algorithm for finding test cases will yield an
incomplete answer. Therefore, it is important to complement that algorithm with a method to find
unsatisfiable test specifications, which, by the way is undecidable too.
After implementing the basic features of Fastest it was applied it to some of the case studies listed
in Table II at page 28 [10]. Three facts were quickly discovered: (a) TTF’s testing trees tend to have
a large number of unsatisfiable test specifications; (b) all of them correspond to a few dozens of
trivial mathematical contradictions; and (c) new projects or new testing tactics might produce new
kinds of contradictions. A theorem prover was used to eliminate inconsistent test specifications but
the results were not entirely satisfactory (see section 9). Then, a method specifically tailored to the
TTF was designed and evaluated.
Since a complete solution is impossible, the method presented here works in practice, although
it might not be sophisticated nor elegant. In this context, to “work in practice” means that at
least 80% of the unsatisfiable test specifications appearing in real specifications should be pruned
with minimum user intervention; it means an engineering or statistical solution, not necessarily a
completely formal solution—after all, it is a testing method. If the method would require an action
from the user to eliminate more than the 20% of the unsatisfiable test specifications, then some
theorem prover, like Z/EVES [34], would yield more or less the same results making it unnecessary
to develop a new method (see Section 9). Furthermore, if the method could be improved as new
projects were executed, then the “work in practice” criteria might be reached as times passes and
more users work with the tool.
This method was extensively described in [11]. In Section 5.1 only its most salient features are
shown and in Section 5.2 it is shown how users should use it to make it more effective as more
projects are run.
5.1. Introduction to the Pruning Method Implemented in Fastest
Fastest applies DNF by default thus making all the test specifications consist of conjunctions
of atomic predicates—an atomic predicate (also known simply as an atom) is a predicate with
no deeper propositional structure, that is, a predicate that contains no logical connectives or
equivalently a predicate that has no strict subpredicates; atoms are thus the simplest well-formed
predicates of the Z notation. The other testing tactics implemented in Fastest conjoin more atomic
predicates to those already appearing in test specifications. Hence, the leaves of any testing tree
are conjunctions of atomic predicates. Therefore, a leaf is inconsistent if and only if: (i) there exist
atomic predicates p and ¬ p in it, (ii) there is some mathematical contradiction between two or more
atomic predicates, or (iii) there is some undefined or partially-defined mathematical expression—
i.e a mathematical expression whose value is not always defined [21, 34]. The first kind is easy
to deal with, the second and third kinds are the core of the problem. Since our method treats
contradictions and undefined terms in the same way, the exposition will be simplified by considering
only contradictions.
5.1.1. Kinds of contradictions in test specifications. Before introducing the pruning method, some
unsatisfiable leaves generated for a couple of operations are analysed to have an idea of what
are typical contradictions. A similar analysis for over 2,000 test specifications of eleven different
experiments has been performed (see section 9). Table I shows the unsatisfiable test specifications of
NewClient eliminated in the example developed in Section 2, and some of the Withdraw operation,
of the same example. The specification of Withdraw and a description of how test specifications
were generated for it, are not included in this paper because they would not add any substantial
information.
As it can be seen, all the contradictions are rather simple contradictory facts of set theory or
integer arithmetic. When other experiments using other mathematical theories included in the Z
mathematical toolkit (ZMT) [35] are considered, contradictions relative to those theories might be
found [11]. Nevertheless, they are again rather simple contradictory facts of those theories. Hence,
Fastest simply detects these mathematical contradictions.
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Table I. Contradictions appearing in test specifications of NewClient and Withdraw.
Test Specification

Contradiction

NewClient1SP

{u? 7→ name?} = ∅

NewClient3SP

{u? 7→ name?} = ∅

NewClient5SP

clients 6= ∅ ∧ clients ⊂ {u? 7→ name?}

NewClient6SP

u? 6∈ dom clients ∧ {u? 7→ name?} ⊂ clients

NewClient7SP

u? 6∈ dom clients ∧ clients = {u? 7→ name?}

NewClient8SP

u? 6∈ dom clients ∧ clients ∩ {u? 7→ name?} =
6 ∅

WithdrawNR
12

m? ≤ 0 ∧ m? = 100,000

WithdrawNR
13

m? ≤ 0 ∧ 100,000 < m?

WithdrawNR
14

m? ≤ 0 ∧ m? = 1,000,000

WithdrawNR
15

m? ≤ 0 ∧ 1,000,000 < m?

\begin{theorem}{Reflexivity}{x, y: X}
x \neq y \\
x = y
\end{theorem}
ETheorem Reflexivity [x, y : X]
x 6= y
x=y
Figure 6. A typical elimination theorem: source code (above) and pretty-printed (below).

It is worth to mention, that some of these contradictions depend on the particular semantics of the
ZMT, which is different from the semantics of the theories implemented by some theorem provers—
for instance in The Coq Proof Assistant functions are not sets of ordered pairs [36]. This situation
implies that it is not a trivial task to find an existing tool—either an SMT solver or a theorem
prover—to solve the pruning problem for the Z notation.
5.1.2. Detecting mathematical contradictions. Fastest provides a command named prunett that
analyses the predicate of each leaf in a testing tree to determine if the predicate is unsatisfiable or
not. The most important aspect of the algorithm is a library of so called elimination theorems each of
which represents a family of contradictions. This library can be extended by users by simply editing
a text file. For example, Figure 6 depicts a typical elimination theorem included in the library.
Essentially, the method tries to match each leaf in a testing tree against each and every elimination
theorem in the library. If a match is found then the leaf is pruned, otherwise nothing is done. It is
important to remark that the method does not make any kind of deduction as theorem provers do.
This means that if there is an elimination theorem T of which C is a matching contradiction and
C0 is another contradiction deducible from C, then if C0 is not an instance of T, a new elimination
theorem must be added in order to prune C0 .
Elimination theorems are written in Standard Z LATEX (SZL) [9]. Each elimination theorem has a
set of formal parameters enclosed in square brackets. The parameters must be any legal Z declaration
of variables, optionally preceded by the reserved word \const. If a parameter is preceded by
\const it means that Fastest will replace it only by constants of the corresponding type. \const
applies only to parameters of type Z, N or any enumerated type (i.e. free types without induction).
When an elimination theorem contains two or more constant parameters, they are replaced only by
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different literals—this is encoded in the pruning algorithm. For instance, the library contains the
following elimination theorem:
ETheorem ExcludedMiddle [x, const y, const z : X]
x=y
x=z
which is applied only with y 6= z. For example, ExcludedMiddleEq(n,1,3), but never with something
like ExcludedMiddleEq(n, 3,3) nor ExcludedMiddleEq(n,count,1).
The predicate of an elimination theorem must be a conjunction of atomic predicates. An atomic
predicate in an elimination theorem must be any legal Z atomic predicate using the standard symbols
of Z, the names of the formal parameters or the reserved words \sw, \anything, \se and
\eval. Currently, the method does not support user-defined symbols.
\sw is pretty-printed as “somewhere” (without the quotes). It takes a parameter consisting of a
valid SZL token. For instance, the library contains the following elimination theorem:
ETheorem BasicUndefinition [f : X →
7 Y ; x : X]
x 6∈ dom f
somewhere(f x)
somewhere(string) is rather similar to the regular expression ∗string∗—for a full description of the
semantics see [23]. When the algorithm finds such a directive it tries to match the regular expression
in any of the atomic predicates of a test specification’s predicate. In particular, the use of \sw in
BasicUndefinition is useful to detect undefined expressions.
\anything is pretty-printed as “anything” (without the quotes). It is equivalent to the regular
expression that matches any string (∗). Two or more occurrences of this directive can match different
strings. For example, the following theorem uses this directive:
ETheorem SetNotASeq [s : seq X ; n : N]
n=0
s 6= {}
dom s = dom{i : 1 . . anything • i + n − 1 7→ anything}
\se is pretty-printed as “se” (without the quotes). It takes a valid SZL token as a parameter.
This directive is expanded to any set extension containing the real parameter for which the formal
parameter was replaced.
\eval is pretty-printed as “eval” (without the quotes). It takes a constant Boolean expression
and returns true or false. A constant Boolean expression is a Boolean expression using parameters
preceded by \const, Z literals, Z operators or the literals of enumerated types. The following
elimination theorem uses this directive:
ETheorem RangeNotEmpty [n, const N , const M : N]
eval(N ≤ M )
n + N . . (n + M ) = {}
This sentence evaluates the Boolean expression by calling ZLive [28]. If the result is true and
all of the other conjuncts of the elimination theorem are found in the test specification, then the
test specification is pruned. If the Boolean expression evaluates to false, the test specification is not
pruned.
Fastest applies equivalence and subtyping rules to elimination theorems whenever possible.
Equivalence rules can be extended by users like elimination theorems, but Fastest always applies the
rules listed in Table 7a. Equivalence rules, for instance, make it unnecessary to write the following
elimination theorem:
ETheorem NotInEmptyDom Silly [x : X ; R : X ↔ Y]
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Integers

Sets
All types

n<m
n>m
n≤m
n≥m
A∩B
A∪B
x=y
x 6= y

m>n
m<n
m≥n
m≤n
B∩A
B∪A
y=x
y 6= x

Type
X↔Y
X→
7 Y
Z

Subtype
X ↔ Y, X →
7 Y, X → Y, seq Y
X→
7 Y, X → Y, seq Y
Z, N
(b) Subtyping rules

(a) Equivalence rules.

Figure 7. Fastest applies by default these equivalence and subtyping rules.

x ∈ dom R
dom R = {}
because the library already contains:
ETheorem NotInEmptyDom [x : X ; R : X ↔ Y]
x ∈ dom R
R = {}
and the equivalence rule R = {} ⇔ dom R = {}. Equivalence rules are lists of atomic predicates
which should be equivalent to each other.
Fastest also applies some simple subtyping rules when it substitutes the formal parameters of an
elimination theorem or equivalence rule by actual parameters. A subtyping rule determines whether
a type or set is a subtype of another type or set† . For instance X → Y is a subtype of X →
7 Y which in
turn is a subtype of X ↔ Y. The subtyping rules applied by Fastest are listed in Table 7b. Therefore,
NotInEmptyDom above applies not only to binary relations but to functions and partial functions as
well.
As it can be seen, the method proposed here for pruning inconsistent test specifications features
some techniques that make it possible to generalize each elimination theorem. In this way, a single
elimination theorem is useful to prune many inconsistent test specifications.
5.2. Maintaining the Elimination Theorem Library
The philosophy behind the pruning method implemented by prunett is that users should add an
elimination theorem every time they find an inconsistent leaf in a testing tree—because this will help
them in future projects since similar inconsistent leaves will be pruned automatically. This section
shows how to do that considering the unsatisfiable test specifications of Table I. It is assumed that the
library does not contain elimination theorems specifically added to prune those test specifications.
Consider NewClient1SP and NewClient3SP . The first choice for an elimination theorem might be:
ETheorem NoCorrect [u? : UID; name? : NAME]
{u? 7→ name?} = ∅
but this elimination theorem is unnecessarily restrictive since {u? 7→ name?} is not empty not
because it contains an ordered pair of that particular type but because it contains an element.
Furthermore, {u? 7→ name?} is not only a set but, more specifically, a set extension. Since any
set extension, of any type, is non-empty, then the right choice is:
ETheorem SetExtensionIsNotEmpty [x : X]
setExtension(x) = ∅
† Type

and sets are often used interchangeably in Z
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In other words, this elimination theorem will prune test specifications containing an atomic
predicate stating that a set extension is equal to the empty set regardless of its type and the number
of elements belonging to it.
NewClient5SP is unsatisfiable because only an empty set can be strictly contained in a singleton.
Therefore, it is convenient to generalize the corresponding elimination theorem to any non-empty
set strictly contained in a singleton. Hence, the elimination theorem is as follows:
ETheorem NotSubsetOfSingleton [A : P X ; x : X]
A 6= {}
A ⊂ {x}
Subtyping rules are good to state the elimination theorems for NewClient6SP and NewClient7SP
since their contradictions are true not only for partial functions (clients) but for binary relations
in general. This means that the type of one of its formal parameters should be X ↔ Y instead of
X→
7 Y, because if the former is used then Fastest, by means of its subtyping rules, will apply it to
elements of the latter type, too. Therefore, the elimination theorems are, respectively:
ETheorem SingletonMappletNotSubsetRel [R : X ↔ Y ; x : X ; y : Y]
x 6∈ dom R
setExtension(x 7→ y) ⊂ R
ETheorem SingletonMappletNotEqualRel [R : X ↔ Y ; x : X ; y : Y]
x 6∈ dom R
setExtension(x 7→ y) = R
NewClient8SP is interesting because the following equivalence rules:
EquivRule MembershipEquivalences [A : P X ; x : X ]
x∈A
{x} ∩ A 6= {}
EquivRule NotMembershipEquivalences [A : P X ; x : X ]
x 6∈ A
¬ {x} ⊆ A
make it unnecessary to define a new elimination theorem since the test specification will be pruned
by an elimination theorem that is already present in the library:
ETheorem BasicMembershipContradiction [A : P X ; x : X]
x∈A
x 6∈ A
In this case prunett applies: (i) MembershipEquivalences to clients ∩ {u? 7→ name?} =
6 ∅
making it equivalent to {u? 7→ name?} ∈ clients; (ii) NotMembershipEquivalences to ¬ {u? 7→
name?} ⊆ clients (in NewClient8SP at page 7) making it equivalent to {u? 7→ name?} 6∈ clients; and
(iii) BasicMembershipContradiction to the two preceding predicates.
For the remaining four test specifications of Table I only two elimination theorems are needed.
NR
The first one prunes WithdrawNR
12 and Withdraw14 :
ETheorem ArithmIneq1 [const N , const M : Z; n : Z]
eval(N < M )
n≤N
M=n
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Note that it has been generalized by replacing 0, 100000 and 1000000 by constant formal parameters
that must satisfy N < M. The second elimination theorem is very similar:
ETheorem ArithmIneq2 [const N , const M : Z; n : Z]
eval(N ≤ M )
n≤N
M<n
Both elimination theorems are necessary because the pruning method does not include any kind of
arithmetic satisfiability nor it performs term rewriting. As it has been said above, the method works
solely by parametrized pattern-matching. Therefore, it is not necessary to implement any complex
SMT functionality covering all the Z theories because they can be encoded in the library. Clearly,
the pruning method takes advantage of the peculiarities of the TTF. At the same time, it proved to
be effective and efficient in practice as shown in Section 9.
5.3. Soundness
The pruning method is sound if the following two conditions hold:
1. The pruning algorithm is correctly implemented.
2. The library contains only contradictions.
In general, these two points aim at avoiding the elimination of satisfiable test specifications, which
would imply not testing the SUT as expected. Fastest has been tested with more than 2,000 test
specifications of more than ten different Z specifications besides a number of specific test cases. Of
course this is not a proof of correctness but gives a reasonable level of assurance.
On the other hand, as Cristiá et al. have described [11], a theorem prover can be used to guarantee
the second point. In effect, they have certified with Z/EVES 50 of the 52 elimination theorems
contained in the library at the moment the experiments shown in Section 9 were performed. The
remaining two were not certified because they use the reserved work \sw which is not easy
to represent in Z—this issue is currently being investigated. In future releases, Fastest could be
extended to authorize the addition of a new elimination theorem only if a certificate is attached to it.

6. FINDING ABSTRACT TEST CASES WITH FINITE MODELS
Once test specifications have been generated it is necessary to derive at least one abstract test case
for each of them. Within the TTF finding an abstract test case for a given test specification means
to find a witness satisfying its predicate. In turn, this means to find a constant value for each free
variable in the predicate such that it contributes to satisfy it. Usually free variables range over infinite
types, making the problem undecidable. As with pruning, the rich mathematical theories defined in
the ZMT and their specific semantics, makes it particular difficult to use existing tools to solve the
problem. For instance, the most obvious solution would have been to rely on a SMT solver [37, 38]
but: (i) it was impossible to find an existing SMT solver covering all or a significant portion of the
ZMT; and (ii) either implementing a SMT solver from scratch or trying to codify the ZMT in an
existing SMT are research projects in their own not directly related with our interests on MBT.
Then, it has been decided to devise, once again, a simple method meeting a “work in practice”
criteria. In other words, a method which should automatically find an abstract test case for at least
80% of the satisfiable test specifications appearing in real specifications, in a reasonable time, was
envisioned. A less ambitious limit would put the whole process based on the TTF at risk because
manual testing, or other testing techniques as well, would become more appealing since one of
the greatest advantages of MBT is its degree of automation—the simulation made by Utting and
Legeard in [1, pages 35–40] was the main guideline in this respect.
The method to find abstract test cases from test specifications implemented in Fastest consists of
building a finite model for each test specification by calculating the Cartesian product between a very
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small finite set of values for each variable in the VIS. Later, Fastest evaluates the test specification for
some elements in the finite model. Although this algorithm might appear inefficient and is certainly
inelegant, it has proved to meet the “work in practice” criteria, as it is shown in Section 9. Due to
the undecidable nature of the problem, every time Fastest tries to find an abstract test case from a
given test specification, only one of the following can happen:
• Some element in the finite model satisfies the test specification, then the desired abstract test
case has been found.
• There is no element in the finite model satisfying the test specification because it is a
contradiction—and was not pruned in the previous step.
• There is no element in the finite model satisfying the test specification, but it is not a
contradiction.

Users have to assist the tool in the last two cases. Either they ought to add an elimination theorem
(Section 5), or they have to help Fastest in finding the abstract test case, as will be shown shortly.
6.1. Default Finite Sets
One of the key decisions that makes the method work in practice is what finite sets Fastest should
consider for each variable in a test specification. After applying the first versions of the tool to some
real case studies, a set of heuristics that make it possible to find a very high number of test cases
was defined. These heuristics are the following:
• There is a configuration variable, FSS, whose value sets the size of the finite sets for basic
types, Z and N. FSS must be strictly positive.
• The finite sets for types N or Z are built from the first FSS numerical constants appearing
in the test specification. If there are no such constants then 0 . . FSS − 1 is chosen for N and
−(FSS div 2 + (FSS mod 2 − 1)) . . (FSS div 2) for Z.
• The finite sets for enumerated types are their elements. For example, if a test specification
declares a variable of type HSIGNAL (page 12), then its finite set will be all the elements of
HSIGNAL.
• The finite sets for basic types are built by generating FSS constant names of each type.
For example, if CHAR is a basic type, Fastest assumes the existence of char1 , . . . , charFSS :
CHAR, and then {char1 , . . . , charFSS } becomes the finite set for any variable of type CHAR.
• If a variable declared in the VIS does not appear in the predicate of a test specification, then the
finite set for that variable is any singleton—since the value of such a variable has no influence
whatsoever on the evaluation of the predicate.
• If the predicate of a test specification contains an atomic predicate of the form var = val,
where var is a variable declared in the VIS and val is a constant value, then the finite set for
var is just {val}—since it will be impossible to satisfy the predicate with any other value.
• The finite sets for the types that result from applying a type constructor—i.e. ×, P, →
7 , etc.—to
other types, are built recursively from the finite sets considered for its arguments.

6.2. Evaluating Test Specifications on Finite Models
Once the finite model for a given test specification has been built, the algorithm searching for
abstract test cases takes each element of this model and evaluates the test specification on it—
the details of this iteration are more complex but they are outside the scope of this paper. If the IS
of a test specification is [x1 : T1 , . . . , xn : Tn ] then its finite model, FM, has the same type. Let P be
the predicate of a test specification, then it depends on x1 , . . . , xn . Let c be an element of FM. The
evaluation of P on c comprises two steps:
1. Substitute each free variable in P by the corresponding constant of c, i.e. calculate
P(x1 /c1 , . . . , xn /cn ). This yields a predicate with no free variables.
2. Call the method evalPred passing it as a parameter the result
of
the
previous
step.
evalPred
is
a
method
of
the
class
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net.sourceforge.czt.animation.eval.ZLive of the ZLive component of
the CZT project [28]. This method evaluates a constant Z predicate returning true or false.
6.3. Taking Advantage of the Testing Tree Structure
As it has been shown in section 2, leaves in a testing tree share with their parent node some
predicates—for an instance, compare the predicates of NewClient1DNF with those of its children at
page 7. Taking advantage of this commonality improves the algorithm since a smaller finite model
can be used as the initial one. Let t be a leaf in a testing tree and t0 its parent node. Say FM (t0 ) is
the finite model generated by Fastest for t0 . Assume A(t0 ) is the subset of FM (t0 ) that satisfy t0 , as
returned by the algorithm. In the worse case A(t0 ) = FM (t0 ) but in practice A(t0 ) tends to be much
smaller than FM (t0 ). Therefore, Fastest runs the algorithm in two stages:
1. The algorithm is run on t0 taking FM (t0 ) as the initial finite model. If A(t0 ) = ∅, then either t is
unsatisfiable or the algorithm failed to find an abstract test case for it—because t just conjoins
some new atomic predicates to t0 . In either case the algorithm terminates.
2. If A(t0 ) 6= ∅ then the algorithm is run on every child, t, of t0 taking A(t0 ) as the initial finite
model—instead of FM (t). In this stage the algorithm is called to return the first element
satisfying the test specification—and not the full set of values.
If, as usual, A(t0 ) is much smaller than FM (t0 ), then the algorithm is more efficient and as
effective as taking FM (t) as the initial finite model for t. On the other hand, if A(t0 ) = FM (t0 ),
then the efficiency is the same because t would have been evaluated over FM (t0 ) anyway—
because t just conjoins some new atomic predicates to t0 .
In this way, a satisfiability set is calculated only once for the common sub-predicate included
in each leaf. If testing trees are deep and many leaves hang from the same parent node, this
considerably improves the efficiency of the algorithm. This improvement takes advantage of the
peculiarities of the TTF.
6.4. FSS and MAX, Two Key Configuration Variables
In section 6.1 FSS was introduced. The value of this variable has a great impact on the efficiency and
effectiveness of the algorithm since it influences the size of the default finite sets bound to variables
with complex types. For instance, the finite set bound to f : Z →
7 Z has 40 elements if a 3 elements
set is bound to Z, it has 7 if Z is bound to a 2 elements set, and just 2 if only one integer number is
considered. The influence is more evident if g : Z →
7 Z→
7 Z is considered because in this case sizes
are: 65,641 for 3, 57 for 2 and 5 for 1.
The algorithm also relies on the value of another configuration parameter, namely MAX. MAX
is the maximum number of evaluations that will be performed to search for an abstract test case
of a given test specification. This parameter was introduced because test specifications declaring
many variables or variables of complex types—higher order functions, for instance—may give rise
to huge finite models that would take a very long time to be explored completely.
Obviously, the greater the values of FSS and MAX, the greater the chances to find an abstract
test case in any test specification but the slower the algorithm. Section 9 shows the results of some
experiments for different values of these parameters.
6.5. The setfinitemodel Command
When the algorithm fails to find an abstract test case for a satisfiable test specification, users need
to help the tool to find one. Fastest allows users to define a finite model or part of it for a given
test specification by issuing a setfinitemodel command. When genalltca is run again,
these models are used instead of the default ones. If users define the right finite models, then all
the test cases will be derived. The command receives the name of a leaf in a testing tree and a list
of parameters that bind a finite set to all or some of the VIS variables or the types used in it. If
some variable is not bound to a finite set with this command, then Fastest uses the default one. For
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example, if a test specification, T, declares x, y : Z, and its predicate is x > 0 ∧ y > x, then Fastest
will not be able to find a test case for it. Hence, the following command solves the problem:
setfinitemodel T -fm "\num == 1 \upto 2"
6.6. Soundness
The soundness of this algorithm depends on the correct implementation of the evalPred method
because if it returns true, when it actually should have returned false, then an incorrect abstract test
case will be bound to a test specification; and this in turn implies not testing the SUT as expected.
As it has been said, evalPred is part of the CZT project which has a larger user community than
Fastest and many tools have been build on top of it.
On the other hand, the following two situations do not represent soundness problems: (a) the
algorithm returns false, when it should have returned true; and (b) Fastest builds a wrong finite
model for a test specification making it impossible to find an abstract test case. In either situation, no
abstract test case will be bound to the test specification. However, Fastest provides the certified
command which returns true when there is an abstract test case bound to all the leaves of all the
testing trees, and false otherwise. Therefore, if the testing trees are not certified, users have the
chance of noticing it and take an appropriate action.

7. AUTOMATIC TRANSLATION OF TEST CASES INTO NATURAL LANGUAGE
The problem of generating natural language (NL) descriptions of abstract test cases written in Z
arises in the following scenario: a company developing the software for a satellite needs to verify
that the implementation conforms to a certain aerospace standard describing the basic functionality
of any satellite software [39]. Therefore the project started by modelling in Z the services described
by the standard and then followed by using the Fastest tool to generate almost 200 abstract test cases.
The customer requested to deliver a natural language description of each one of them. Clearly, trying
to make the translation by hand would have been not only a source of errors, but also a technical
retreat. Given the formal, structured nature of the source text, natural language generation (NLG)
techniques [13] seem to be an appropriate approach to solving this problem. This work has bee
described in a previous paper [12], so here only the main aspects are included.
7.1. A Template-Based NLG Solution
As a first approach, a NLG template-based method has been used [40]. First, a grammar was
defined to express what is called NL test case templates (NLTCT). Each NLTCT specifies how a
NL description is generated for the test cases of a given operation. It starts with the name of the
operation. Next follows a text section, intended as a parametrized NL description of the test case,
where calls to translation rules can be inserted as needed. Finally, all necessary translation rules are
defined, by indicating what is written in replacement for a call when a certain variable in the formal
description of a test case appears bound to a specific value. In this way, a different text is generated
for each test case, according to the binding between values and variables that defines the test.
A parser in awk that takes an NLTCT and a list of Z test cases, and generates the NL description of
each test case in the input, has been implemented. Figure 8 is the NLTCT for one of the Z operations
of the formal specification of the satellite software. In turn, Figure 9 shows the result of applying
the awk script to a test case with the NLTCT of Figure 8.
This first prototype showed that NLTCTs tend to be relatively small and simple, in spite of the
large number of test cases. This is due to test cases combining a small set of values in many different
ways. However, NLTCTs for large operations tend to become increasingly more complex, for the
number of combinations grows exponentially. As a consequence, these operations require a large
number of cases within translation rules and sometimes even more translation rules. This is because
templates are written in terms of the values bound to variables, and not in terms of the predicates
satisfied by those values, which are nonetheless available as part of the MBT approach.
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operation = DumpMemoryAbsAdd
\begin{tcase}
\centerline{{\bf Test case: \ltcaseid}}
The service (6,5) will be tested in the
situation that verifies that:
\begin{itemize}
\item the state is such that:
\begin{itemize}
\item the on-board system is &trule PTCr&.
\item the service type of the telecommand
is &trule SRVr&.
[...]
\item the set of starting addresses of the
chunks of memory that have been
requested by the ground is &trule
ADSr&.
\end{itemize}
[...]
\end{itemize}
\end{tcase}

\begin{trule}{PTCr}
case processingTC
$yes :currently processing a telecommand and
has not answered it yet
$no :not currently processing a telecommand
endcase
\end{trule}
\begin{trule}{SRVr}
case srv
$* :*
endcase
\end{trule}
\begin{trule}{ADSr}
case adds
$\emptyset :empty
$\langle 0 \rangle :the unitary sequence
composed of 0
endcase
\end{trule}
[...]

Figure 8. NLTCT for a Z operation of the aerospace standard formalization.
Test case: DumpMemoryAbsAdd SP 7 TC
Service (6,5) will be tested in a situation that verifies that:
• the state is such that:

– the on-board system is currently processing a telecommand and has not answered it yet.
– the service type of the telecommand is DMAA.
– the set of sequences of available memory cells contains only one sequence, associated to a
memory ID, which has four different bytes.
– the set of starting addresses of the chunks of memory that have been requested by the ground
is empty.
• the input memory ID to be dumped is the available memory ID, the input set of start addresses of
the memory regions to be dumped is the unitary sequence composed of 1, the set of numbers of
memory cells to be dumped is the unitary sequence composed of 2.
Figure 9. NL description of a typical abstract test case.

8. DEGREE OF AUTOMATION AND LIMITATIONS
This section discusses the degree of automation and the limitations of Fastest in each step of the
MBT process based on the TTF. This process comprises the steps listed in Section 2 and the
translation of the abstract test cases into natural language (Section 7). Some of the conclusions
drawn here are backed-up by the empirical assessment presented in Section 9.
1. Consider the valid input space (VIS) of each Z operation. Command selop.
The user must select those schemas that correspond to the operations to be tested. Once this
is done, Fastest automatically builds the VIS of each operation. The selection of schemas has
been left to the user because many schemas are operations but it would be wrong to derive
abstract test cases for all of them. For example, ClientAlreadyExists in Section 2, formally,
is an operation—since it declares before and after-state variables—but users may prefer to
generate test cases directly for NewClient, which references ClientAlreadyExists as well, and
in doing so they will get test cases for it too.
2. Apply one or more testing tactics. Command addtactic.
Fastest automatically applies DNF when the first testing tree is built. Users must give
a command for each testing tactic they want to apply to each selected operation. These
commands receive the name of a node in a testing tree, the name of a testing tactic and a
list of parameters that depend on the testing tactic. Users can add testing tactics and then
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3.

4.

5.

6.

build the tree or they can interleave both commands. Fastest automatically generates all the
test specifications and testing trees as indicated by the testing tactics.
Since deciding which testing tactics to apply to each operation is essentially an analytical
task, it has been left to be performed by an engineer. The selection of the right testing tactics
are the key to a good coverage. However, as a future work, one might consider implementing
heuristics that automatically applies some testing tactics depending on an static analysis of
the operation. For example, if an operation declares a variable of an enumerated type then FT
is applied, if it also uses, say, ∪ then SP is also applied, and so on.
Build a tree of test specifications. Command genalltt.
As shown in the previous step, Fastest automatically builds testing trees. This implies
that, basically, Fastest fully automates the generation of test specifications, leaving just the
analytical work to the user.
Prune inconsistent test specifications. Command prunett.
Given its nature, this step is necessarily semi-automatic. It is difficult to assess the degree of
automation of this step since it depends on how many projects were previously run, because
the cornerstone of the method is a user-maintained library of contradictions. Therefore, if
users properly maintain this library, the method will be more automatic as more projects
are run. According to the experiments shown in Section 9, users need to add elimination
theorems to the library when a specification uses mathematical theories that were not used
in the previous projects, or when they combine testing tactics in a new way. For example, if
an operation uses ∪ and ⊆ and the user combines SP for these operators for the very first
time, then some contradictions involving these operators might appear. In this case some
test specifications will not be pruned and the user will ought to add some new elimination
theorems. If these elimination theorems are properly generalized, Fastest will tend to prune all
the unsatisfiable test specifications of a new project where the same (syntactically) operators
are used.
Since the sets of mathematical operators and testing tactics are finite and given the
generalization techniques provided by the pruning method, it can be argued that the number
of elimination theorems will increase rapidly until a few dozen of projects are run, and then
it will remain more or less stable. It is not hard to think of a library of elimination theorems
accessible to all users world-wide, thus increasing the degree of automation of this step with
the contributions of all of them.
Find abstract test cases. Commands genalltca and setfinitemodel.
As with the previous step, this one is necessarily semi-automatic. The experiments described
in Section 9 show that, in average, Fastest finds an abstract test case for the 80% up to the 89%
of the satisfiable test specifications, in a reasonable time—depending on the value of FSS and
MAX (Section 6.4).
Once a testing tree has been built, the most promising course of action is to run prunett
immediately followed by genalltca. This will yield some test specifications with their
test cases and some not. Therefore, users must analyse those test specifications without test
cases to see whether they are satisfiable or not. If they are unsatisfiable, then one or more
elimination theorems must be added; prunett can be run again. If they are satisfiable, users
need to issue a setfinitemodel command for each test specification.
After using Fastest in several experiments and projects, it has been noted that the algorithm
tends to fail in finding abstract test cases for groups of leaves. Usually, it fails due to the same
reason for all of them. Therefore, possibly, setfinitemodel will be generalized to set a
finite model for a sub-tree and not only for a single leaf. This would severely reduce the time
spent in this step.
Translate each abstract test case into natural language.
As with the previous two steps, this one is again necessarily semi-automatic. Users need
to define a NLTCT for each operation but then all the NL descriptions are automatically
generated. As shown in Section 7, writing a NLTCT involves writing the general description
for a typical test case and bind a NL description for each possible value of each VIS variable.
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9. EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT
The main purpose of this section is to empirically assess the pruning method and the algorithm to
search for test cases. This assessment has been made on the basis of applying Fastest to eleven case
studies. All these experiments were conducted on the following platform: an Intel Centrino Duo
of 1.66 GHz with 1 Gb of main memory, running Linux Ubuntu 10.04 LTS with kernel 2.6.32-25generic and Java SE Runtime Environment 1.6.0 18. Fastest was run as a stand-alone application,
i.e. not in client-server mode, with the following command:
java -Xss8M -Xms512m -Xmx512m -jar fastest.jar
9.1. The Case Studies
In this section a brief informal description of each case study is given. They belong to several
different application domains.
SWPDC. Part of the communication protocol between two computers of a Brazilian satellite. This
model has operations to load a program in the memory of one of the computers, to transmit
data between the computers, to interact with some hardware devices, to dump the memory,
and so on.
Aerospace standard Five of the services described in [39]. It was used as a case study by a satellite
development company from Argentina to evaluate this methodology.
Plavis. A proprietary protocol for the communication between a so called experiment computer
and the On-Board Data Handling (OBDH) computer, of a Brazilian scientific satellite.
Scheduler. This model was borrowed from [1]. Basically, the B model described in that book was
translated into Z.
Savings accounts (three functions). Part of this model is shown in Section 2. A bank has many
savings accounts where money can be deposited and withdrawn, the balance can be checked,
a new account can be created and an existing account can be closed. Accounts can be owned
by many customers and some of their personal data are also registered. The state schema of
this model is composed by three state variables of functional types.
Launcher vehicle. This is part of the on-board flight control software of a Brazilian satellite
launcher vehicle. It includes processing several events that are sent by sensors during the
flight of the launcher.
Security class. A security class is a computer security concept belonging to mandatory access
control [41]. A security class is composed of an element—called security level—that belongs
to a totally ordered set and a set of elements—called categories—of any type.
Savings accounts (one function). This is a simplified version of a similar problem described
above. The state schema of this model is composed by only one state variable of functional
type. It makes sense to include both versions because it is important to assess how Fastest
performs with both bigger and smaller models.
Lift. This model was borrowed from [42].
Symbol table. This model was borrowed from [3].
Pool of sensors. This is the specification of a subroutine which shall keep the highest readings of
an array of sensors.
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Table II. Complexity and size of the case studies.
CS

Case study

Real/Toy

LOZC

State

Operations

Leaves

Satisfiable

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

SWPDC
Aerospace standard
Plavis
Scheduler
Savings accounts (3)
Launcher vehicle
Savings accounts (1)
Security class
Lift
Symbol table
Pool of sensors

Real
Real
Real
Toy
Toy
Real
Toy
Toy
Toy
Toy
Toy

1,238
774
608
240
165
139
171
172
152
78
46

18
14
13
3
3
4
1
4
6
1
1

17
5
13
10
6
1
5
7
3
3
1

201
1226
229
199
105
180
97
36
17
26
15

144
196
181
34
25
38
25
20
16
10
8

Table II gives an idea of the complexity and size of each case study. CS is the number of
case study which links this table with the following ones. LOZC stands for lines of Z coded
in LATEX mark-up. Columns State and Operations represent the number of state variables and
operations, respectively, defined in each specification. Leaves and Satisfiable are the number of
initial leaves (before pruning) of each testing tree and the number of them that are satisfiable—this
was determined by manual inspection.
9.2. Effectiveness and Efficiency of the Pruning Method
The results presented in this section were published in a previous paper [11]; they are include hero so
readers can find an integral presentation of the experiments carried on with Fastest. The philosophy
behind the pruning method is that users should maintain the library of elimination theorems so the
method becomes more automatic as more projects are executed. Although this feature is obvious
from the description of the method, is it easy to maintain the library or is so difficult that other
approaches are better options? In other words, how many elimination theorems should users add
for each new project? In order to answer these questions empirically the following simulation was
carried on: (i) a user that starts with a library containing only three basic elimination theorems; and
(ii) then he/she runs one case study after the other, adding elimination theorems as unsatisfiable test
specifications are found. In this experiment, the case studies of Table II were used starting from the
simplest Toy example to the most complex of them; in a second stage, the Real ones were randomly
run. The aim of the second stage was to recreate a more realistic situation.
Table IIIa summarizes these results. ET is the cumulative number of elimination theorems
necessary to prune all the unsatisfiable test specifications—i.e. the difference between successive
rows is the number of elimination theorems that had to be added to prune all the unsatisfiable test
specifications. Mathematical Theories are the new mathematical theories used by each case study
with respect to the previous ones. As it can be seen, the user intervention decreases as new projects
are executed. Every time a model not adding new mathematical theories is loaded into Fastest,
almost no new elimination theorems are needed—see the rows where column Mathematical
Theories is empty and compare the values of column ET of their predecessors.
Table IV shows the results of comparing our pruning method with the Z/EVES proof assistant
[34]. The intention of these experiments is to confirm that by exploiting the peculiarities of the
TTF it is possible to achieve better results than with an out-of-the-shelf theorem prover, even one
especially tailored to the Z notation. It must be noted that the mathematical toolkit of Z/EVES
contains 565 theorems but Fastest needed just 55 elimination theorems to prune all the inconsistent
test specifications of all case studies. As the reader can see, Fastest outperforms Z/EVES in all the
key issues proposed for the comparison: it prunes more test specifications and takes invariably less
time than Z/EVES, with notably less theorems.
In [43] the authors apply the Isabelle theorem prover to, among other things, eliminate
unsatisfiable test specifications. They use an encoding of Z in Isabelle, called HOL-Z [44], to
generate test specifications for the STEAM BOILER WAITING operation of the steam boiler control
Copyright c 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table III. Results of the empirical assessment of the pruning method.
(a) Ease-of-use of the pruning method.

CS

ET

11
10
9
8
7
4

7
16
17
17
20
33

3
1
2
6
5

38
52
52
54
55

Mathematical Theories
Integer inequalities
Basic set theory
Relational domain
Cardinality, singletons,
relational range
Sequences
Integer ranges

(b) Comparison of pruning between Z/EVES and Fastest.

CS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Z/EVES
Pruned
Time
21
16m31s
728 1h20m51s
19
6m50s
123
26s
39
56s
152
31s
45
15s
14
4s
1
11s
11
2s
3
1s

Fastest
Pruned
Time
56
31s
856 2m18s
50
16s
160
7s
48
2.6s
172
8.7s
75
3s
16
0.8s
1
0.5s
16
0.7s
8
0.5s

software specified in Z [45]. They recognize the need to eliminate test specifications after applying
DNF and show their results in terms of the number of simplified test specifications and the
computing time needed to do that for four experiments. The same experiments were performed with
Fastest obtaining much better computing times—although part of this improvement surely comes
from the differences on the hardware platforms—and the same number of pruned test specifications
[11]. Therefore, considering just these experiments, it can be concluded that Fastest is at least as
effective than the HOL-Z environment in simplifying testing trees.
The better performance of this pruning method, possibly, stems from the fact that it was born as
a specialized solution for a particular problem of the TTF, while Z/EVES and HOL-Z are are aimed
at much general and harder problems. Perhaps it could have been possible to encode this method
in the tactic language of some conventional theorem prover—after encoding the Z notation—, but
it would have required from Fastest’s users to learn theorem proving techniques. This would have
been another impediment for the adoption of Fastest by the industry.

9.3. Effectiveness and Efficiency of the Test Cases Generation Algorithm
This section shows an empirical assessment of the abstract test case generation algorithm introduced
in Section 6. The effectiveness and efficiency of the algorithm was assessed against two magnitudes:
(a) the total computing time needed to try to find a test case for each test specification, for each
case study; and (b) the number of test cases that the algorithm can discover with respect to the
number of satisfiable test specifications. At the same time, optimal values for FSS and MAX (Section
6.4) were sought. To do so, based on previous experience, only experiments with FSS ∈ {2, 3} and
MAX ∈ {100, 500, 1000} were conducted. Due to space restrictions Table IV only shows the results
of FFS = 2 and MAX ∈ {100, 500}. As it can be seen, the average percentage of test cases found
from satisfiable test specifications meet the “work in practice” criteria. Note that the very nature of
the problem posses a limit on the number of test specifications that can be satisfied by any algorithm.
Likely, more sophisticated techniques might increase this percentage, but none will be able to solve
always all the cases.
Finding the optimal values for FSS and MAX means to reduce the computing time to calculate
abstract test cases while augmenting the percentage of solved test specifications with respect to the
number of satisfiable test specifications. Therefore, the quotient between the percentage of solved
test specifications and the computing time needed to run the algorithm for all the leaves—both
satisfiable and unsatisfiable—was calculated. It is clear that the higher the quotient the better the
combination. It turned out that 2 was the best value for FSS and the best values for MAX were 100
and 500. The combination FSS = 2 and MAX = 100 can be regarded as the best, since it is better in
more case studies than the rest.
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Table IV. The two best combinations between FSS and MAX.

CS
Time
1 08m08s
2 12m18s
3 17m46s
4 01m44s
5 02m31s
6 02m54s
7 01m22s
8 00m17s
9 00m41s
10 00m25s
11 00m19s
Average

MAX = 100
%
Quotient
76
13456
56
6556
77
6241
94
78092
83
47491
71
35255
96
101151
80
406588
100
210732
100
345600
50
227368
80%

MAX = 500
Time
%
Quotient
18m00s
92
7360
39m15s
57
2091
31m06s
84
3889
01m45s
94
77349
04m07s
83
29033
04m06s
79
27746
01m31s
100
94945
00m17s
80
406588
00m40s
100
216000
00m25s
100
345600
00m40s
75
162000
Average 85%

10. RELATED WORK
There are a number of different MBT approaches proposed in the literature [2] and some tools
advertised by both industry and the academia [46]. In this section the approach presented in this
paper is compared only with the most similar of them all. First, it must be noted that Fastest is
the first implementation of the TTF providing such a degree of automation. TTF’s original authors
implemented TinMan [47, 48] but ‘it was aimed primarily at providing organization support with
little support for manipulating predicates’ [5].
There are other MBT methods besides the TTF available for the Z notation. Ammann and Offutt
apply category–partition testing to Z models [49]; Hall generates tests by analysing the test domains
of Z operations [50]; Hierons, Sadeghipour and Singh use the Z information provided in a µSZ
specification to provide sequences of transitions that covers a EFSM derived from the specification
[51]; Hierons also partitions a Z operation and then he derives a FSA to control how testing is
performed [52]; Horcher and Peleska apply DNF to a Z operation and describe a MBT process
similar to the one in Figure 1 [42]; Burton formally specifies partitioning tactics which are used to
generate test specifications by applying theorem provers to Z specifications [53].
Legeard, Peureux and Utting compare the TTF and BTT—a MBT method for the B notation
[54]—by applying them to the same case study [5]. The authors conclude that the generation of test
cases within the TTF is a manual process. This paper presents convincing arguments that most of
TTF’s activities can be automated to a reasonable extent.
The satisfiability algorithm presented in Section 6 is similar in conception to approaches like the
Alloy Analyzer which also defines a finite model for a given predicate and tries to see whether is
it possible to satisfy it within this model or not [55]. Although Alloy was in part inspired by Z, its
language and type system are different and the analyzer uses more advanced SAT techniques. As part
of the future work with Fastest and the TTF it is possible to investigate the chances of integrating
them with SAT or SMT solvers [37, 38], with the intention to increase the 80% limit in finding
abstract test cases and to lower its computing time. SMT solvers supporting uninterpreted functions
or some mathematical theory over which a shallow embedding of the ZMT can be performed, is
the most promising approach to improve the search for test cases within the TTF given the number
and complexity of the mathematical theories present in the ZMT. Such SMT solvers include, for
instance, Z3 [56], Yices [57] and CVC3 [58]. However, it is a non trivial project to encode Z into
the language of a SMT. Other approaches solve similar problems but in different contexts making
them less useful for the TTF. For example: Korat is a tool that generates complex inputs that satisfies
a constraint but these inputs are for Java programs [59]; and Hèam and Nicaud can automatically
generate random tests for a variety of grammars [60], but being random they do not easily fit the
needs regarding the satisfiability of Z predicates.
Section 7 shows how abstract test cases generated by Fastest can be translated into natural
language. There have been efforts for producing natural language versions of formal specifications
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in the past [61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. However, these solutions are highly dependant on particular aspects
of the source language and do not apply directly to specifications written in Z. As far as it was
investigated, no work has been done towards producing NL descriptions of Z specifications. The
same holds for test cases generated using the MBT approach.
An MBT tool that is similar to Fastest is LTG/B from LEIRIOS (now Smartesting) [1]. This
tool uses B models [16] and is based on the symbolic animation of formal specifications with two
test generation strategies: analysis of cause-effect and analysis of boundaries. One difference with
Fastest is that LTG/B generates sequences of operations that put the system in the desired state,
rather than giving the values of state variables to put the system in that state, as the TTF suggests.
Some of the most widely known MBT tools are substantially different to the TTF and Fastest
[66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. These differences range from the formal method the tools are
based on—with some even relying on semi-formal notations like UML—to the specific technique
they use to produce test specifications and cases. Most are based on some form of FSM and produce
abstract test cases as sequences of events or transitions.
There are numerous papers proposing algorithms or techniques for automatically generating
abstract test cases from Z specifications, but none of them show the implementation details of the
proposed tools, nor are they based on the TTF or actually generate abstract test cases, but only test
specifications. Therefore, it is unlikely to find MBT tools for the Z formal notation as automatic
as Fastest. This situation, combined with the relative widespread use of the Z formal notation in
industry and the advantages of the TTF, would make Fastest a good option for the Z community.

11. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented Fastest, a tool that semi-automates the generation of unit tests from Z
models based on the TTF. Simple and practical methods are proposed to prune unsatisfiable test
specifications, to find abstract test cases from the surviving test specifications and to translate
abstract test cases into natural language descriptions. Besides, an empirical analysis based on eleven
models from different domains is shown, backing up the claims made on the efficiency and efficacy
of the pruning and test case generation methods.
As the empirical study shows, it can be concluded that an apparently rough method to calculate
abstract test cases proved to be reasonably efficient. In addition, the pruning method is an alternative
to theorem proving, based on a library of contradictions that can be extended by users without
previous knowledge of proving techniques. This method follows the seminal ideas of Dick and
Faivre [19], in that they proposed to have an extensible set of elimination rules. This method has
been more useful to the authors than a theorem prover in some real-world case studies.
The method for translating abstract test cases into natural language is a matter for further
research. The solution presented above was successful in generating adequate NL descriptions of
the test cases in one particular project. However, it has some limitations—for instance, it requires
defining a new template for each operation; a task of still considerable size for large systems—that
would not generalise well to specifications in other domains. Besides, Z specifications contain all
the information necessary to automatically produce the templates for the operations in a system,
regardless of its application domain. In particular, so called designations [74] might be of great help
in generating NLTCTs. A thorough empirical evaluation of this method is also due.
Fastest’s future is open in many directions. The most important one is perhaps to be able to deal
with very large system specifications, i.e. specifications of entire systems not necessarily written
as a combination of unit specifications. Some works has been started in such direction, together
with Anthony Hall and Thomas Wilson from Altran Praxis (UK). This involves covering the entire
Z notation, in particular schema types and their associated theory. Although the TTF has been
extended to deal with axiomatic definitions and first-order quantifiers—not shown in this paper—
some more research need to be done. A medium-term goal is to study the chances to integrate
Fastest with a SMT solver with the intention to improve the generation of abstract test cases. Finally,
the authors are currently working on the other steps of Figure 1, in particular abstract test case
refinement and execution.
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